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Modern Ruin
Decadence and oblivion
Ambitious
Shameless pride
Loop and overdrive
Here and now
Hope for what it's worth
Death and rebirth
Evolution
Romance in spite of all odds
Forever
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Lightbringer
Bring the light
Burn the sky
Torch our lives
Break it all into parts

Bring the light

Breathe without your lungs
It digs deep underneath this skin
Could you tell me how it ends and begins

Could I kiss those scarlet lips of yours
And taste the winter
Taste the winter
When I shed my December skin

Where do we go from here
I turn around and wait for more
Where do we go from here
I'm taking you with me

Bring the light
Burn the sky
Torch our lives
Break it all into parts

Bring the light
Burn the sky
Torch our lives
Break it all into parts

Bring the light
Burn the sky
Torch our lives
Break it all into parts

Bring the light
Burn the sky
Torch our lives
Break it all into parts

For the final resolution
Where we vow our parts
To burn forever
To live forever

Taste without your tongue
Lick your wounds
And kill the creeps
Could you tell me how it ends and begins

Tonight I like you even more
Take my picture
When I shed my December skin

Where do we go from here
I turn around and wait for more
Where do we go from here
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I'm taking you with me

Pull me up Pull me up
Pull me up Pull me up
Pull me up Pull me up

Fire in my footsteps
Peace in my mind
Broken rhythms, broken bodies
Broken minds, broken hearts

We are going to burn this house to the ground
I want to hold on to this feeling
I want to hold my breath just for a little while
Just for a little while

Bring the light
Burn the sky
Torch our lives
Break it all into parts

Bring the light
Burn the sky
Torch our lives
Break it all into parts

Bring the light
Burn the sky
Torch our lives
Break it all into parts

Bring the light
Burn the sky
Torch our lives
Break it all into parts

Where do we go from here
I turn around and wait for more
Where do we go from here
I'm taking you with me

Pull me up Pull me up
Pull me up Pull me up
Pull me up Pull me up…
I am taking you with me
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Judge of My Domain
The passion is the game
And the waves are the ride
The mind is unseen
And the pulses are me

Can I trust what I see?
Is there anything good?
Can I love? Can I exist?
Can I really be me?

Hurting organs
Killing feelings
Kill my feelings
Kill them all

(I am) the king of my kingdom
(I am) the judge of my domain
(I am) the voice on the radio waves
(Telling you) to run for the hills

I never meant to hurt you
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Dynamo Clock
The dynamo clock is spinning up
Gears grinding
Speed increasing

Ticking through the ages
Mimicking our faces
The dynamo clock
The delusions of our lives

The dynamo clock is warming up
Times changing
Space expanding
Drilling through the fabric
Mirroring our antics
The dynamo clock
The explosion of our hearts

The dynamo clock
The delusions of our lives

The dynamo clock
Explosions, explosions of our hearts
Explosions, explosions
Explosions of our hearts

Explosions, explosions
Explosions of our hearts

The dynamo clock is spinning up
Gears grinding
Speed increasing

Ticking through the ages
Mimicking our faces
The dynamo clock
The delusions of our lives

The dynamo clock is warming up
Times changing
Space expanding
Drilling through the fabric
Mirroring our antics
The dynamo clock
The explosion of our hearts

The dynamo clock
The delusions of our lives

The dynamo clock
Explosions, explosions of our hearts
Explosions, explosions
Explosions of our hearts
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Kairos
I never walked home
Last year
I found where you used to sit
And look outside
And look outside
And look outside
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The Beauty and the Grace
Ten thousand times, ten thousand ways
To catch the beauty and the grace

A thousand times, a thousand ways
A million times whispering your name
Your name, your name, your name

For only once light comes again
For only once light comes through again
Again, again, again, again, again, again, again

Ten thousand times I grieve for you
Ten thousand times you make me lose

For only once light comes again
For only once light comes through again
Again, again, again

A thousand times I say
A thousand times I pray
For one last chance to say goodbye

A thousand times I say
A thousand times I pray
For one last chance to say goodbye
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Get On
I got to get on with myself
I got to get on with you
I got to get on with my days
I got to get on in the valley of light

I got to get on through the streets
I got to get on to you
I got to get on to my soul
I got to get on tonight
I got to get on
I got to get on

I got to get on I got to get on

I got to get on through the streets
I got to get on to you
I got to get on to my soul
I got to get on tonight
I got to get on to you
I got to get on tonight
I got to get on

I got to get on
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Worlds Collide
When dreams will fade
And eyes will shape
When sounds will become walls
When love will die
And worlds collide

I will become eternal
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The Night
I want to feel something tonight
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Beat the Noise
I can't beat the noise
I can't cut the noise
I can't beat the noise
In my veins

I can't hear the noise
I can't feel the noise
I can't wear the noise
In my brains

I can't beat the noise
I can't make it go away
Flooding my veins
Four the bones

Killing the noise
Moving the noise
Crowding the noise
Sharing the noise

Calling the noise
Bring the noise
Bring the light
Bring the storm

Killing the noise
Moving the noise

I can't beat the noise
I can't cut the noise
I can't beat the noise
In my veins

I can't hear the noise
I can't feel the noise
I can't wear the noise
In my brains

A storm is coming
It is our storm

A storm is coming
It is our storm

I can't beat the noise
I can't make it go away
Flooding my veins
Four the bones

Killing the noise
Moving the noise
Crowding the noise
Sharing the noise

Calling the noise
Bring the noise
Bring the light
Bring the storm
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Killing the noise
Moving the noise…
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The Road
This is the road that never ends
It doesn't curve it never bends
From where we came there is no return
Nothing left but ashes in the wind
Nothing left but ashes in the wind

We walk the line that divides the land
It wasn't drawn it wasn't planned
From this point there is nowhere else to go
Nothing moves but flashes in the night
Nothing moves but flashes in the night

This was a fairground not that long ago
A Ferris wheel and a proper show
Their journey ended here on this barren top
Nothing left but shadows in the rain
Nothing left but shadows in the rain

And Venus cries in fear and shame
As she beholds what we became
The fire leaps from ocean to the sea
Nothing moves but ghosts along the road
Nothing moves but ghosts along the road
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Modern Ruin, Part II
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